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COCo’s mission is to promote social justice, active citizenship, democracy, 
and just socio-economic development by supporting the development of 
healthy organizations and strong communities through education.

Toward this end, COCo is a provincial, non-pro�t organization that works primarily with 
English-speaking, bilingual, and ethnocultural organizations to develop organizational health 
and promote community sector development through: 
organizational development and leadership training,
 information dissemination, social analysis, research, 
and by strengthening links between organizations 
and sectors.

COCo’s Mission
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Centre des organismes communautaires
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Who we are

Board members:  Claire Abraham, Shannon Franssen, Jean-Noé Landry, 
William Prickett, Natalie Chapman, Khurshida Mambetova, Jon McPhedran 
Waitzer

Sta� members: Laila Malik, Kit Malo, Spencer Mann, Chris Lau, Françoise 
Magne, Manoj Chandarana, Frances Ravensbergen, Sabrina Mc Fadden, 
Chandra Murdoch, Sandy Sjollema

Volunteers:  Helen Bradley, Pierre-Louis Fortin-Legris, Isabelle Petit,       
Sebastian Sanchez, Mélanie Jaudon, Jennifer Ivens,  Arij Riahi, Lorena 
Sierra, Steve Roy, Kate Arthur, Steve Baird, Heidi Strohl,  Shannon Smith, 
Jordan Saniuk,  Dan Anderson,  Marc Ouimet , Bassam Hajj, Cleve Higgins,  
Darren Marshment, Michael Lenczner, Jesse Bourns
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INTRO:  Raising Our Voices

Over the years COCo has certainly been a critical voice on a number of important 
community issues, but this year in particular we felt the strength and clarity of many 
voices at COCo.  As Board and Sta� we remember COCo’s editorial voice, raising 
topical issues and key questions every month in the COCo Note.  We celebrate COCo’s 
research voice, presenting the �ndings of our In The Know Report to government 
commissions and community meetings.  We welcome COCo’s newfound 
communications and technology voice, introducing community groups to tech 
solutions and planning processes.  These are some of the many COCo voices that we 
appreciate as we look back over 2012, but you don’t have to take our word for it.  You 
can see for yourself…

“In order to understand the social context of language in Quebec, we 
need to begin with what, for many of us, is the hidden history and 
ongoing legacy of the colonization of First Nations in Quebec.”  

- From COCo’s Publication Language Politics in Quebec: A Social Context.

“Planning is the most critical area of all.  How are we planning our 
communications and technology so that we can take advantage of 
synergies, integrations, and savings in terms of time and money?” 

 - From the opening presentation at COCo’s Tech-Works Event.

At COCo we've stopped talking about Community Based Action Research (CBAR) 
and started talking about Community DRIVEN Action Research (CDAR) to 
emphasize that community groups should not only be subjects of research, we 
must also have power in determining how the research is used.  "It's not about us 
without us!"  - From COCo’s CDAR Hub.

“We believe that popular social movements are an important 
complement to the work of community organisations.  That both can 
learn form the other and build stronger communities and a better 
« rapport de force »in our struggles for social change.”  

- From COCo’s Movement Building Vision Statement

“Groups �nd themselves in a precarious position in terms of receiving funding from 
the Québec government: 41% (52 of 107 reporting groups) report that 
project/service funding accounts for more than half of their budget. At the same 
time, for 56.6% (56 of 99 reporting groups), global mission funding accounts for 
less than half of their budget.”  

- From COCo’s In the Know Report
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2012 COCo Highlights 

COCo works with more Ethocultural community groups!  
17% of all of the community groups that we did contract work with had an Ethno-
cultural focus.  This is a large increase from 10% in 2011 and only 6% in 2010.

COCo teamed-up with Le Centre de Formation Populaire 
to bring an in-depth evaluation process to 12 of our member groups.

COCo’s “Tech-Works” event brought together more than 
100 community and technology leaders  including more than 
20 community technology professionals and more than 75 representatives 
from Quebec community groups.  

COCo launched a new website built on the WordPress platform!  
This new website reaches 2600 visitors per month which is a 47% increase 
compared to visits to the old COCo website!

COCo launched the Commun-IT pilot project to guide, 
support, and empower community groups to take advantage of 
Information and Communications Technology in order to better realize 
their missions. 

COCo launched a new E-bulletin newsletter system that is integrated into 
our website.  The new E-bulletin is opened and read by 27% of the people that receive it, that’s 
a 69% increase compared to the old E-bulletin system.

COCo updated all 15 Legal Info sheets available on the COCo website.  
These sheets are popular resources for community groups on topics such as Bylaws, 
Incorporation, or Board Liability.

COCo announced the Portes Ouvertes project which will involve more than 10 
community groups working together to produce several new video tools focused on social 
exclusion and anti-oppression!

COCo produced 3 beautiful bilingual tools 
as part of the C'est en Franglais Project.
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Info-COCo and Contract Work

Info-COCo Sessions

COCo sta� provide support to community groups on a range of themes a�ecting 
organizational health and capacity through Info-COCo sessions and contracts.

Free consultations are conducted by phone, email or in person and last from a couple of minutes to a 
couple of hours. Sta� provide information, critical re�ection on issues and referrals to other resources or 
tools.

In 2012, 197 info-COCos took place with 90 groups. Of these info-COCo sessions, 64% were conducted in 
English while 36% were conducted bilingually or in French.  While half of these Info-COCos lasted less than 
30 minutes, 20% lasted over 60 minutes. Sta� collectively spent 2.5 hours weekly on info-COCos.

The most common topics covered were:
•  Board-related or governance issues (20%);
•  Looking for community resources (18%);
•  General organizational development (11%);
•  Incorporation (8%);
•  Legal issues (8%);
•  Financial management (8%);
•  Human resources (7%);
•  COCo-related (6%);
•  Conflict prevention/resolution and mediation (5%);
•  Charitable status (5%).
•  Funding and grant writing (5%);
•  Job seeking (5%);
•  AGMs/membership (4%).

Although COCo o�ered fewer Info-COCos in 2012 as compared to 2011, approximately the same amount 
of overall time was spent providing them, meaning that Info-COCos were longer in duration. In 2012, we 
continued to see an increase of Info-COCos conducted in French or bilingually.
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Contracts

COCo o�ers in-depth support in the form of training, facilitation and coaching. Given contracts 
require greater time, they are o�ered on a sliding-scale hourly fee. Contracts range from one 
three-hour session to several sessions over many months or, in some cases, spanning more than 
one year.

In 2012, COCo was involved in 60 contracts, 34 of which were completed during the year and the 
remaining 26 were still on-going by the end of the year. COCo contracted with a total of 44 
groups but reached 71 groups and over 400 individuals (participants from more than one group 
sometimes attend sessions). A total of 15% of contracts were with groups that have a focus 
outside of Montreal, 17% were with groups with an ethnocultural focus and 8% with groups with 
an Aboriginal focus. A sliding scale fee was applied to 23% of contracts.

The most common areas of focus were:
•  Evaluation (28%);
•  Governance and board development (27%);
•  Planning and visioning work (18%);
•  Conflict resolution and communication skills (17%);
•  Facilitation skills (10%);
•  Decision-making (5%);
•  Coaching (5%).

COCo o�ered the following types of support:
•  Facilitation (60%);
•  Training (52%);
•  Organizational coaching (5%);
•  Mediation (3%);
•  Individual coaching (2%).

While we maintained the proportion of contracts with groups with a focus outside of Montreal as 
compared to 2011, we worked on more contracts with groups having an ethno-cultural or 
Aboriginal focus.

COCo continued our involvement with the Centraide-funded evaluation project administered by 
Le Centre de Formation Populaire. COCo began, and continued to work with, twelve Centraide-
funded groups.
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Commun-IT
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Over the years at COCo we have seen many community groups struggle with websites, servers, 
social media communication strategies, basic o�ce work stations, etc… – the list goes on and 
on.  

In response to these needs, COCo has launched "Commun-IT" a pilot project  that focuses on 
the use of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) by English-speaking community 
groups in Quebec. We aim to guide, support, and empower community groups to take 
advantage of Information and Communications Technology in order to better realize their 
missions. We work collaboratively to build the capacity of community groups, tech 
professionals, and the public.

Commun-IT Provides:

Web Communications Services – A range of Web Communications services provided at 
a�ordable sliding scale fees. 

Knowledge Base – A collection of guidelines and best practices in Information and 
Communications Technology for community groups.  

“Info-IT” Phone and Email Support – Free consultations and support to help community 
groups access the Information and Communications Technology solutions that meet their 
needs.

Trainings – A series of periodic trainings, both in person and online, to help build the tech 
capacity of community groups.

Pro�les of Tech Professionals – A growing list of Information and Communications 
Technology professionals that can provide specialized ICT support and services to community 
groups.

The services and resources of Commun-IT are primarily being developed in English because 
COCo’s member groups are primarily English-speaking and Bilingual.   We are excited to 
collaborate with Pilote Numerique, Communautique, La Puce, and CDEACF who provide 
Information and Communications Technology support in French.



 Building

Movement

Practically every season of 2012 has been de�ned by major social movements in Quebec.  The 
year began with vestiges of the Occupy movement hanging in the cold air, the student strike 
exploded in the printemps érable  and continued into the early summer, and Idle No More took 
root in the late fall and had become a global movement by the end of the year.  

Throughout these changing seasons of movement the COCo team has been critically re�ecting 
on our role and the organizational commitment that we made back in 2010 to “Create opportu-
nities to better support existing and budding social justice movements.”  Our own progress on 
movement building has not been nearly as rapid or dramatic as the rise of Occupy, printemps 
érable , or Idle No More, but we are excited to share some of the work we’ve been doing:

Spring – COCo sta� member, Spencer Mann, wrapped-up a year-long learning exchange with 
the Peoples Movement Assembly down in Atlanta, Georgia. This US-based movement-building 
e�ort brings together grassroots movements from across the country to develop common 
analysis and to commit to collective plans of action. Spencer was able to share some lessons 
from the US and help COCo develop a stronger understanding of how movement-building 
strategies could be applied in the Quebec context.  See peoplesmovementassembly.org for 
more information.

Summer – COCo added some great tools on movement building to the COCo toolbox, 
including resources from the Peoples Movement Assembly, the Student Strike, and 
the Building Movement Project.  

Fall – At the fall retreat COCo Board and sta� held a critical conversation 
about why movement building was essential to COCo’s mission.  The 
conversation also focused on de�nitions of social movements:  

“Connections between struggles across boundaries to build power”

“In general, a mature movement is characterized by a widely shared 
analysis and vision. There must be deep and broad capacity to employ 
multiple mechanisms of in�uence to disrupt, persuade, and negotiate 
– from legislative advocacy that op- erates “inside” the policymaking 
arena to community organizing that puts pressure on institutions of 
power from the “outside.” 

Winter – a joint Board and Sta� movement building group was formed 
to map social justice movements in Quebec and to develop a movement 
building roadmap for COCo.   
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WordPress 
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Tech &

What has the impact of these changes been?  
Sure all of these visuals look great and some of these new systems sound pretty cool, but what does it all add up 
to?  Have more people been coming to the COCo website?  Have more people been reading the E-bulletin?   To 
answer these questions we decided to compare our stats from the 5 month period since we launched the new 
website and E-bulletin system to the same 5 month period last year.  See for yourself:

Total website visits before the change (Oct 2011 – Feb 2012) = 8,167
Total website visits after the change (Oct 2012 – Feb 2013) = 12,039
That’s a 47% increase!

Total pageviews on website before the change (Oct 2011 – Feb 2012) = 22,370
Total pageviews on website after the change (Oct 2012 – Feb 2013) = 33,143
That’s a 48% increase!

Average E-bulletin open rate from before the change = 16%
Average E-bulletin open rate from after the change = 27%
That’s a 69% increase!

COCo Communications made some big leaps in the fall of 2012.  
We developed a new logo, launched a new WordPress website, 
transitioned to a new E-bulletin system, initiated a 
Communications and Technology Planning process, and more!  

Here are some of the highlights that we are 
particularly excited about:
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Portes Ouvertes Project

Increasing anti-oppression capacity within community groups is one of COCo’s Six Strategic 
Directions, and the Portes Ouvertes project is addressing this directly.  Anti-oppression work and work 
around social exclusion operates in speci�c ways in the multi-lingual and diverse context of Québec.  
Creating anti-oppression tools that will be useful for community groups working in Québec and 
creating an ongoing Learning Community (Communauté D’Apprentissage), where community groups 
can draw on each other’s strengths and expertise are the primary goals of this project.

The project stems from the results of COCo’s 2011 Just Practice: C’est Pratique project, where partici-
pants voiced a need for concrete anti-oppression resources and tools to be made available for use in 
Québec community organizations.  In addition, groups participating in Just Practice voiced a desire for 
the creation of a Learning Community, where anti-oppression tools and strategies could be shared: a 
space where community groups could draw on each other’s areas of expertise.  Portes Ouvertes is 
working towards both of these important goals.

The project will involve the collaboration of community group leaders, facilitators and popular educa-
tors who are working on issues of anti-oppression and/or social exclusion in Québec.  This will include 
two working sessions to be held in early March and April to develop video resources on the broad 
themes of Doing Anti-Oppression work in the Québec Context and on How to Foster Anti-Oppression 
Culture in Community Organizations.  We will also be hosting a community blog on anti-oppression 
practices.  Here local organizations will be interviewed about their work and resources and tools can 
be shared.  We will also be experimenting with twitter as a way to build community networks and 
share resources and ideas!  Keep an eye out for the launch of the Portes Ouvertes blog!
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“In the Know” about Community Driven 

Action Research! 

COCo is committed to maintaining, deepening, and diversifying existing programs and services. We go 
beyond organizational development to promote the autonomous generation and use of community-based 
action research amongst groups (including at COCo). This has been prioritized as one of our strategic 
directions.

In 2009, COCo began the 3-year research project called In the Know, which was a Community Based Action 
Research initiative. Its goal was to:  Develop a better understanding of the diversity of groups working for 
social change in Québec. 

In the Know surveyed 290 English-speaking, bilingual and ethno-cultural community groups across Québec. 
Almost 800 groups were identified. The research highlighted issues about the funding opportunity, network, 
service, language and communication pro�les of these groups. 

The �ndings can now be found on our website. Through this research process coming to an end, COCo 
began to look seriously at our work with this type of method. At a HUB meeting in late fall 2012, we decided 
that CDAR, or Community-DRIVEN Action Research, more aptly describes this work and our approach to it.

This area is being actively developed currently by conversations with others in the �eld (such as Lorraine 
O’Donnell from QUESCREN and Mary Richardson from the INSPQ). COCo will also be a featured guest at two 
upcoming community evenings through Concordia about community-university action research. 

We are excited to continue our ongoing discussion, both with research partners in the University setting, 
but also with community groups—COCo is committed to capacity building in the grassroots sector so that 
CDAR can emerge from local partnerships, with or without academic involvement. We look forward to 
inviting you to participate in the conversations of how this might look and sharing further developments as 
we create our vision of CDAR. 

Networks Language Funding

$
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Action Research! 

COCo Strategic Alliances

COCo believes in the importance to think strategically about the decisions we make as part of our work 
with community organization across Quebec. The strategic alliances hub maps, monitors and guides 
COCo with respect to individuals, groups, coalition and initiatives and other bodies with whom we need 
to forge and maintain connections in order to meet our strategic directions objectives most e�ectively:

1)  Supporting social movements
2)  Increasing anti-O capacity
3)  Promoting community-driven action research
4)  Raising awareness of collaborative structure

For many years now, COCo has been involved with the COCAF (Coalition des organismes communautaires 
autonomes en formation). In 2012, we contributed to forging better solidarity between the di�erent 
member groups and participated to a 4 days long Université populaire: Transformation ou réparation 
sociale: le rôle du politique dans les organismes communautaires.  La COCAF is already planning a similar 
event for 2013... so stay tune for more details (www.lacocaf.org), spread the word and we would love for 
you to join us next time! 

Over the past year, the strategic alliances hub has help COCo connect with various social mouvements 
building by making links with RIOCM (Regroupement intersectoriel des organismes communautaire de 
Montréal) and their PSOC mobilisation campaign 'Je soutien le communautaire' to increase funding for 
existing and new community groups.  COCo has also attended the TROVEP's (Table régionale 
d'organismes volontaires en éducation populaire) : la conjoncture dans tous ces états which presented 
several panelist to give their perspective post Maple Spring/ provincial election on local/municipal, 
provincial and federal social justice issues.

COCo also connected with the Réseau pour un discours alternatif sur l'économie and attended a very 
interesting conference entitled 'L'état-est-il dans le trou'.  If you are interested in knowing more about the 
Réseau and their work you can also get a hold of 'Sortir de l'économie du désastre; austérité, inégalités 
and résistances' available in the COCo library!   

COCo was part of the last QELA (Québec English Literacy Association) Partnership Session, which saw 
panelists from QCGN, PCH and CEDEC coming together to discuss literacy issues in the English-speaking 
sectors of the province.

We have begun making links with the NDG Community Council and their initiatives—COCo participated 
in some preliminary discussions this past year about the Quality of Life Conference and how local 
networks impact our greater mandates.

For many years, COCo has been associated with the CHSSN through various mechanisms. This year, COCo 
teamed up once more with the organization to deliver a facilitated dialogue with the NPI network on 
diversifying fundraising. We also joined them at their annual retreat and conference in Québec city. 
As well, COCo has recently joined the CLC Community Resource Committee as a way to stay connected to 
and partnership with other community organizations and institutions interested in grassroots learning 
initiatives and healthy communities. Others involved include PACE McGill, CASA, YES Montréal, the 
Atwater Library and MELS. 
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COCo’s Finances
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Emploi-Québec

SACAIS

Canadian Heritage - 
Patrimoine Canada

Revenus de formation 

Ministère de l'Éducation du 
Loisir et du Sport (MELS) 

Centraide du Grand Montréal 35.5%

35.3%

15.2%

7%

5%

-  2%

Special thanks to our 2012 funders and partners! 

Centre for community organizations 
Centre des organismes communautaires

COCo
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